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Elegant access solutions 
With the Secustos family of RFID readers, elegant design meets exceptional performance. Designed for 
modern access control applications using RFID, BLE or NFC, Secustos is a universal reader that integrates 
perfectly into any environment. 

  
Secustos: A perfectly integrated reader for physical access control  

Physical access control is an integral part of modern building security and “Smart Building” applications. With 
Secustos, access control blends seamlessly into the physical environment and the wider security software 
ecosystem. Modern design and durable glass and metal construction complement both contemporary and 
classic architecture. Powerful software and flexible integration options allow these readers to fit into any 
security concept.  

Universal readers 

Secustos readers are universal, meaning they support virtually any LF or HF radio-frequency identification 
(RFID) transponder technology along with mobile credentials using near-field communication (NFC) or 
Bluetooth® Low Energy (BLE). That allows integrators to support whatever technologies are currently in use 
and provide flexibility for the future.  

Easy installation and integration 

Field-proven cable connection technology and a mounting frame in the same color and design enable a perfect 
installation in either a flush-mounted box or on the wall. With a range of interface options including OSDP and 
Weigand, integration is seamless.  
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Durable outdoor-rated construction 

Made from high-quality glass and metal in bright silver or classic grey, Secustos readers are built to withstand 
wind and weather in outdoor physical access applications. Available with or without integrated keypad.  

Advanced encryption and tamper-proof design  

Physical access control solutions require a high degree of physical and cyber security, and Secustos is built 
for both. The readers support advanced encryption with OSDP and come with a built-in proximity sensor and 
tamper switch to ensure a high level of security.  

 

Flexible and future-proof 

Keeping everything up to date is simple with secure remote configuration capabilities or onsite updates via 
OSDP or contactless mobile app. The SecoTool enables easy firmware configuration and customization, while 
the mobile Seco App allows fast field configuration using an Android device.  

Unmatched support for installers and integrators 

sesamsec offers unparalleled support for partners to ensure a smooth implementation of the access solution. 
From cloud-based tools for “Physical Access Control-as-a-Service” (PACaaS) to the Partner Portal, Secustos 
readers are backed by a full suite of professional services to make installation, configuration and management 
simple.  

Visit sesamsec.com for more information. 
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